NBC’s extraordinary comedy legacy was built on opening doors for an endless roster of superstar comedians. Now, we’re setting the stage for the next generation of comedy legends. In this fresh competition series, Universal Television Alternative Studio is teaming up with comedy giant Just for Laughs to feature the world’s most hilarious acts and celebrate all styles of comedic performance – stand-up, sketch and variety. Hosted by Amanda Seales (Insecure) and judged by SNL powerhouse Kenan Thompson, the irrefutably funny Chrissy Teigen and side-splitting legend Jeff Foxworthy, these acts will compete for the $250,000 grand prize and an invitation to perform at the Just for Laughs Festival by bringing down the house with laughs in ALL styles of comedy. Let the good times begin!

One-hour alternative series

Consumed across all platforms and devices, NBC delivers award-winning, premium content. Through our digital distribution and partnerships, NBC drives deeper engagement and broader reach, extending this show’s audience. Only available via NBC Ad Sales.
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